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Textured nanoporous Mo:BiVO4 photoanodes
with high charge transport and charge transfer
quantum efficiencies for oxygen evolution†

Vineet Nair,a Craig L. Perkins,b Qiyin Linc and Matt Law*acd

We have developed a simple spin coating method to make high-quality nanoporous photoelectrodes

of monoclinic BiVO4 and studied the ability of these electrodes to transport photogenerated carriers to

oxidize sulfite and water. Samples containing molybdenum and featuring [001] out-of-plane crystallographic

texture show a photocurrent and external quantum efficiency (EQE) for sulfite oxidation as high as

3.1 mA cm�2 and 60%, respectively, at 1.23 V versus reversible hydrogen electrode. By using an optical

model of the electrode stack to accurately determine the fraction of electrode absorptance due to the

BiVO4 active layer, we estimate that on average 70 � 5% of all photogenerated carriers escape

recombination. A comparison of internal quantum efficiency as a function of film processing, illumination

direction, and film thickness shows that electron transport is efficient and hole transport limits the

photocurrent (hole diffusion length o40 nm). We find that Mo addition primarily improves electron

transport and texturing mostly improves hole transport. Mo enhances electron transport by thinning the

surface depletion layer or passivating traps and recombination centers at grain boundaries and interfaces,

while improved hole transport in textured films may result from more efficient lateral hole extraction due to

the texturing itself or the reduced density of deep gap states observed in photoemission measurements.

Photoemission data also reveal that the films have bismuth-rich, vanadium- and oxygen-deficient surface

layers, while ion scattering spectroscopy indicates a Bi–V–O surface termination. Without added catalysts,

the plain BiVO4 electrodes oxidized water with an initial photocurrent and peak EQE of 1.7 mA cm�2 and

30%, respectively, which equates to a hole transfer efficiency to water of 464% at 1.23 V. The electrodes

quickly photocorrode during water oxidation but show good stability during sulfite oxidation and indefinite

stability in the dark. By improving the hole transport efficiency and coating these nanoporous BiVO4

films with an appropriate protective layer and oxygen evolution catalyst, it should be possible to achieve

highly efficient and stable water oxidation at a practical pH.

Introduction

The ability to perform photoelectrolysis of water using efficient,
stable, and earth abundant materials may be essential for making
renewable hydrogen a replacement for fossil fuels. Since its
discovery as a photocatalyst in 1998,1 n-type monoclinic bismuth
vanadate (m-BiVO4, or BVO) has gained increasing interest as a
model metal oxide photoanode for O2 evolution,2–5 owing to its
(indirect) band gap of 2.4–2.5 eV (496–517 nm), optical absorption
coefficient of 104–105 cm�1 for hn = 2.5–3.5 eV,6,7 flat band

potential o200 mV positive of the hydrogen evolution reaction
(HER), which enables oxygen evolution at a lower bias than
many other metal oxides,8 and a reported photocurrent density for
the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) as high as 4.5–5 mA cm�2 at
the OER potential (+1.23 V versus reversible hydrogen electrode)
for single-component BVO electrodes under simulated 1 sun
(100 mW cm�2) AM1.5G illumination.9,10 Based on its relatively
large band gap, BVO has a maximum theoretical photocurrent
of 6.2–7.5 mA cm�2 and solar-to-hydrogen conversion efficiency
of 7.6–9.2% when paired with an ideal photocathode in a
tandem water-splitting device. Reducing the band gap of BVO
to 1.8–2.2 eV via alloying, doping, strain, or other types of band
gap engineering is thus an important goal for making practical
water splitting devices based on this material.10–13 Although its
non-optimal band gap restricts its ultimate efficiency, poor
charge transport is the more immediate limitation on the
photoelectrochemical performance of BVO. BVO is reported to
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have relatively short diffusion lengths both for holes14–17 (which
motivates the design of nanostructured films to achieve efficient
hole collection) and electrons18–20 (which forces the use of
optically thin films for efficient electron collection). Other key
shortcomings of BVO include its poor activity for the OER in the
absence of a catalyst14,21 and low intrinsic stability, especially
under the acidic or basic conditions (pH o 3 or pH 4 11)22 that
are desirable to avoid ion gradients and mass transport limita-
tions in practical solar fuel generators.23

Most research on BVO has focused on improving the photo-
electrochemical performance of BVO thin films by employing
some combination of nanostructuring to improve hole collec-
tion,9,10,18,24,25 ‘‘doping’’ (particularly with W and Mo) to
improve electron transport,10,14,15,18,21,24,26–43 heterostructures
(e.g., WO3/BVO and SnO2/BVO) to improve charge separation and
device fill factor,19,25,30,32,35,36,37,44–50 and catalyst layers (e.g., cobalt
phosphate, CoOx, metal oxyhydroxides)8,9,14,18,20–22,25,30,37,39,50–56 to
promote water oxidation and enhance BVO stability. Comparatively
little work has been done to understand and optimize the light
absorption, charge transport, and charge transfer properties of
BVO itself.

Here, we investigate the ability of high-quality, single-
component BVO films (no buried junctions or surface coatings)
to deliver photogenerated carriers for the oxidization of sulfite and
water. We use a simple spin-coating method to make nanoporous
BVO films with and without molybdenum impurities and preferred
crystallographic orientation (texturing). The Mo-containing,
textured films show the best performance, with a charge transport
quantum efficiency of 70 � 5%, an initial hole transfer quantum
efficiency for water oxidation greater than 60%, and photo-
currents for sulfite and water oxidation as high as 3.1 mA cm�2

and 1.7 mA cm�2, respectively, under standard 1 sun illumina-
tion at the OER potential. By comparing the photocurrent and
external quantum efficiency of the four types of BVO films as a
function of illumination direction in sulfite electrolyte, we show
that Mo mostly improves electron transport while texturing
mostly improves hole transport. Likely mechanisms for the
action of Mo are described. Photoemission measurements reveal
that the textured films have a much lower concentration of a
previously unreported defect state deep within the BVO band
gap, which can explain the better hole transport in the textured
films. A simple model shows that the hole diffusion length of the
Mo-containing, textured films is at most 40 nm. Absorptance
and internal quantum efficiency data acquired with the aid of an
optical model and as a function of BVO thickness and illumination
direction reveal that electron transport is highly efficient and the
photocurrent of the best films is limited by hole transport. We use
photoelectron spectroscopy and ion scattering spectroscopy to
show that the films have a bismuth-rich, vanadium- and oxygen-
deficient surface layer with a Bi–V–O surface termination. The
electrodes are found to photocorrode rapidly during water
oxidation via bulk dissolution of the BVO film, whereas stability
is much better in sulfite, suggesting that BVO can be stabilized
by appropriate surface protection layers and catalysts. Increasing
the hole transport efficiency of our plain BVO films from B70%
to B100% might be achieved in several ways, including more

complete passivation of the deep gap states to further increase
the hole diffusion length, better nanostructuring of the films
to eliminate grain boundaries and shorten the hole transit
distance, and tuning the composition of the surface layer to
promote the drift of holes to the BVO surface. A combination of
these strategies should boost the performance of BVO photo-
anodes close to theoretical limits.

Results and discussion
Synthesis and physical characterization of the BVO films

We prepared four different types of porous, nanostructured thin
films of phase-pure monoclinic BiVO4 (BVO) by spin coating an
ethylene glycol solution containing Bi(NO3)3 and VO(acac)2 plus
the triblock copolymer Pluronic F-108 onto glass substrates
coated with fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) and annealing the
resulting films at 475 1C in air for 15 minutes (see Experimental
section and Schemes S1–S3 in the ESI†). Solutions containing
equimolar amounts of Bi(NO3)3 and VO(acac)2 but no molybdenum
(Mo) produced highly porous and crystalline films of monoclinic
BiVO4 with powder-like (crystallographically untextured) X-ray
diffraction patterns (Fig. 1a and e). We refer to these Mo-free,
crystallographically untextured samples as ‘‘noMo/U’’ films. We
discovered that solutions with twice the amount of VO(acac)2

yield BVO films with pronounced c-axis texture normal to the
substrate plane (Fig. 1b and e and Fig. S1 (ESI†). Note that we use
the unit cell of the I2/b space group of m-BVO throughout this
paper, including when discussing previous work) and improved
photoanode performance (vide infra). Such Mo-free, textured
samples are designated ‘‘noMo/T’’ films. To assess the impact
of incorporating molybdenum, an impurity known to improve
the photocurrent of BiVO4 electrodes,18,21,26,30,31,33,34,37,40,42

we added Mo to untextured and textured BVO films (making
‘‘Mo/U’’ and ‘‘Mo/T’’ films, respectively) by spiking the spin
coating solution with 2 at% MoO2(acac)2 (see Experimental
and Fig. 1c–e). As shown below, the performance of the Mo/T
photoanodes is particularly good, and, since the Mo/T films were
found to perform best when B220 nm thick, we focus mostly on
B220 nm thick films in this study.

Plan view and cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) images of noMo/U, noMo/T, Mo/U, and Mo/T films of
approximately the same thickness (220 � 10 nm) are shown in
Fig. 1a–d. Each film resembles a mat of partially fused rod-
shaped bacteria. The noMo/U films have the smallest average
rod diameter (B45 nm), whereas the particles are thicker
(65–70 nm) and more fused in three other types of films. The
textured films are less porous than the untextured films, which
is the main reason for the larger optical absorbance of textured
samples at wavelengths larger than B325 nm (Fig. 1h). The
particles of the textured films also have rougher, more jagged
shapes as a result of the brief KOH etch that is used to remove
VxOy phase impurities from these films. Other than their lower
porosity and more jagged particle shapes, the textured films
have a very similar morphology to the Mo/U films. All of the
films are phase-pure monoclinic BiVO4 by XRD (Fig. 1e) and
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Raman spectroscopy (Fig. 1f), with no trace of other phases
detected even in synchrotron XRD experiments (data not shown).
Films made from solutions containing up to 3 at% Mo were also
phase pure by XRD (Fig. S2, ESI†), but a Bi4V2O11 impurity
appeared in films made with 4 at% or more MoO2(acac)2. Relative
to the untextured films, the textured films have B3 times larger
004 and 002 XRD peaks, B2 times smaller 101 and 011 peaks, and
B1.5 times smaller 020 and 200 peaks (at 2y = 30.53, 15.13, 18.67,
18.99, 34.51 and 35.24 degrees, respectively), indicating significant
[001] preferred orientation in the textured films (Fig. 1). A more
detailed analysis of film texture was carried out using comple-
mentary powder XRD and pole figure measurements, described
below (see Fig. 5).

The nature of charge transport in a polycrystalline photo-
electrode can depend considerably on the size of the crystallites
and the number of grain boundaries along the transport path.
This is because grain boundaries often feature energy barriers
and high rates of trapping and recombination that degrade
carrier mobility and lifetime. We used Scherrer line broadening
analysis of y/2y XRD patterns to estimate the size of the BVO
crystallites normal to the plane of the films (see Experimental).
Using the 004 reflection, we find an average crystallite diameter
of 35 � 5 nm for noMo/U films, 47 � 5 nm for Mo/U films,
59 � 5 nm for noMo/T films, and 60 � 5 nm for Mo/T films.
Averaging data from the six most prominent reflections gives
an effective crystallite size of 34 � 4 nm, 43 � 4 nm, 47 � 8 nm,
and 48 � 7 nm for the four films (Table 1). The crystallites in

each film are thus slightly smaller than the shortest particle
dimension measured in SEM images, meaning that holes
probably encounter zero or at most a few grain boundaries
before reaching the BVO surface. However, since the crystallites
are 4–6 times smaller than the film thickness, electrons must
transit a significant number of grain boundaries before escap-
ing into the FTO substrate. Assuming that grain boundaries in
BVO impede transport and considering only that the crystallite
size increases in the order noMo/U o Mo/U o noMo/T E Mo/T,
we would anticipate the textured films to show the best charge
transport, followed by the Mo/U films and then the noMo/U
films. However, crystallite size is expected to be only one of
several factors that determine the efficiency of charge transport
in these films.

Our simple, single-step spin coating procedure yields phase-
pure, nanoporous, uniform, optically perfect, mechanically
robust, bright yellow BVO films as thick as B500 nm over large
areas (see photo of a 9 in2 film in Fig. 1g). Optical transmission

Fig. 1 Structural and optical characterization of nanostructured BiVO4 electrodes. Plan view and cross section SEM images of BiVO4 films on FTO-
coated glass substrates made (a) with no Mo and untextured (noMo/U), (b) with no Mo and textured (noMo/T), (c) with 2% Mo and untextured (Mo/U), and
(d) with 2% Mo and textured (Mo/T). All BVO films are B220 nm thick and imaged at the same magnification. (e) Grazing incidence XRD patterns of the
films. All peaks other than those from the FTO substrate correspond to monoclinic BiVO4 (PDF # 01-083-1699, I2/b space group; reference lines shown
at bottom). (f) Raman spectrum of a typical Mo/T film annealed at 475 1C, showing the characteristic peaks of monoclinic BVO.57 A Mo/T film annealed at
only 125 1C and a bare FTO-coated glass substrate are shown for comparison. The film is crystalline only after high-temperature annealing. The major Raman
peak at 827 cm�1 (assigned to the symmetric stretching mode of VO4

3� units) shows a very small shift to lower energy with increasing Mo concentration in the
ink (Fig. S3, ESI†). (g) Photograph of a 3 � 3 inch Mo/T film prepared on FTO-coated glass. (h) Absorbance spectra of the four BVO films on FTO-coated glass
substrates measured with an integrating sphere. Absorbance = �log(T + R), where T is transmittance and R reflectance. Light is incident from the BVO side.
Optical modeling of the thin-film stacks (see Experimental) show that the higher porosity of the untextured films results in lower reflectance and larger
absorbance than the textured films for wavelengths o325 nm. See Fig. S4 (ESI†) for Tauc fits of the indirect and direct band gap of each film.

Table 1 BVO crystallite sizes from Scherrer XRD analysis

Sample

XRD reflection/crystallite size (nm)

(101) (011) (004) (204) (024) (031) Average

noMo/U 37 37 35 29 29 38 34 � 4
Mo/U 45 46 47 40 40 37 43 � 4
noMo/T 51 51 59 42 42 36 47 � 8
Mo/T 50 50 60 45 45 39 48 � 7
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and reflection data acquired with an integrating sphere were
used to determine the absorbance spectra for the four types of
BVO films on FTO-coated glass substrates (Fig. 1h). All of the films
have an apparent absorption onset of 480–490 nm (2.53–2.58 eV).
Tauc plots show an indirect transition at 2.48–2.52 eV and a direct
transition at 2.63–2.69 eV, in agreement with recent reports that
BVO is an indirect band gap semiconductor (Fig. S4, ESI†).6,7 As
mentioned above, we attribute the larger absorbance of the
textured films mostly to their lower porosity, but the optical
anisotropy of BVO, which is predicted to yield particularly
strong absorption of photons incident along the c-axis,7 may
also contribute to the higher overall absorbance of these films.

Photoelectrochemical sulfite oxidation

The photocurrent density of a photoelectrolysis cell utilizing
a single photoelectrode can be conveniently expressed as
J = Jmax � Zabs � Zt � Zrxn, where Jmax is the maximum photo-
current possible for a given absorber material (6.2–7.5 mA cm�2

for BiVO4 based on its band gap of 2.4–2.5 eV) and Zabs, Zt, and Zrxn

are the overall, spectrally integrated quantum efficiencies for light
absorption, charge transport to the solid–electrolyte interfaces at
which redox reactions occur, and charge transfer reactions across
the solid–electrolyte interfaces (preferably to form only the desired
products). Although Zt and Zrxn are not rigorously independent
quantities, they provide useful estimates of bulk recombination
and surface recombination, respectively. In general, all three
quantum efficiencies depend on photon wavelength, so
J ¼ q

Ð
FðlÞZabsðlÞZtðlÞZrxnðlÞdl, where F(l) is the spectral

photon flux of the incident light (photons s�1 m�2 nm�1), q is
the electron charge, and l the photon wavelength. When Zt = Zrxn = 1,
we have J = Jmax � Zabs = Jabs (the ‘‘absorption-limited photo-
current’’), which is typically calculated for a given electrode using
the standard AM1.5G solar spectral photon flux, FAM1.5G.

We first tested the ability of the four types of BVO electrodes to
carry out the anaerobic photoelectrochemical oxidization of sulfite
ion (SO3

2�) to sulfate (SO4
2�) and/or dithionate (S2O6

2�):58

SO3
2� þ 2hþ þH2O! SO4

2� þ 2Hþ E
�
ox ¼ þ0:10 V

2SO3
2� þ 2hþ ! S2O6

2� E
�
ox ¼ �0:04 V

Sulfite has been used as a hole scavenger for BVO by Ye
et al.28 and later by others.8–10,17,18,31,34,41,42,50 We chose sulfite
as a hole scavenger because it is reported to undergo fast
oxidization by photogenerated holes at the surface of BVO with
Zrxn B 100%, thereby enabling investigation of the photoelectro-
chemical properties of BVO electrodes without complications from
slow surface reactions and surface recombination.9,18,42 Using
sulfite also allows us to compare our results with the largest body
of previous work. Our tests of H2O2 and methanol as alternative
hole scavengers showed that sulfite gives the most ideal current–
voltage behavior: H2O2 has nearly the same magnitude of anodic
photocurrent as sulfite but much larger, less ideal cathodic and
anodic dark current, while methanol shows significantly smaller
photocurrent and a much more anodic onset potential, indicating
that methanol is not suitable as a fast hole scavenger for these BVO

films (Fig. S5, ESI†). We are not aware of any direct measurement
proving that Zrxn B 100% for sulfite oxidation on BVO. However,
the assumption Zrxn,sulfite B 100% is well supported by indirect
evidence, mainly (i) studies showing that BVO electrodes outfitted
with oxygen evolution catalysts have photocurrents for water
oxidation that approach but do not exceed the photocurrents for
sulfite oxidation,9,18,34,42 and (ii) the absence of the type of current
transients under chopped illumination that are attributed to hole
accumulation and recombination near the electrode surface.21,42

In this paper, we assume Zrxn,sulfite = 100% and negligible current
doubling by sulfite.59

Fig. 2 shows three-electrode current–voltage ( J–V) and external
quantum efficiency (EQE) results for sulfite oxidation (0.1 M Na2SO3

in 0.5 M aqueous phosphate buffer, pH 7.0) averaged over six
devices (see Experimental). Measurements were performed
with 1 sun (100 mW cm�2) AM1.5G illumination incident either
from electrolyte to electrode (‘‘EE’’ illumination) or from sub-
strate to electrode (‘‘SE’’ illumination). As shown in Fig. 2a and
d, the noMo/U electrodes (red traces) have a photocurrent onset
at B0.34 VRHE and the smallest photocurrent in both EE and SE
illumination (reaching 0.09 and 0.18 mA cm�2, respectively, at
1.23 VRHE). The photocurrent onset is B0.2 V positive of the

Fig. 2 Current–voltage (J–V) and external quantum efficiency (EQE)
performance of BVO electrodes for sulfite oxidation. (a) Dark and illumi-
nated J–V and (b) EQE curves at 1.23 VRHE and (c) 0.6 VRHE under EE
illumination (i.e., light incident through the electrolyte). (d–f) The analo-
gous data for SE illumination (i.e., light incident through the substrate).
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flatband potential of 0.13 VRHE that we measured for these
films by spectroelectrochemistry (Fig. S6, ESI†).60 This flat band
potential is close to the values typically reported for BVO.9,34,56

The noMo/T devices (blue traces) have a significantly better photo-
current onset (0.25–0.27 VRHE) and slightly higher photocurrents at
1.23 VRHE (0.11 and 0.32 mA cm�2 in EE and SE illumination,
respectively) than the noMo/U devices. Untextured electrodes made
from ink spiked with 2 at% Mo show much larger photocurrents
(1.1 mA cm�2 at 1.23 VRHE for both EE and SE illumination) but
also a worse onset of 0.43–0.44 VRHE (gray traces). Phase-pure
monoclinic Mo/U electrodes made from solutions containing 1%
and 3% Mo were also tested but showed lower photocurrent and fill
factor, so we used only 2% Mo solutions to make the Mo/U and
Mo/T electrodes discussed in the rest of this paper.

The Mo/T electrodes (green traces) outperform the other
three film types in both EE and SE illumination, showing (in EE
illumination) J = 2.8 mA cm�2 at 1.23 VRHE and 1.7 mA cm�2

at the relatively low bias of 0.6 VRHE, a photocurrent onset at
0.41 VRHE, and good fill factor. At a given bias, the EE photo-
current of an average Mo/T film is B2.6 times better than that
of a Mo/U film and B26 times better than a noMo/T film. Our
champion Mo/T electrodes show J = 3.1 mA cm�2 and 2.5 mA cm�2

at 1.23 VRHE under EE and SE illumination, respectively, onset
potentials of 0.34–0.37 VRHE, and fill factors of B0.51, indicating a
fairly low rate of carrier recombination within the electrode at low
bias (Fig. S7, ESI†). This sulfite oxidation activity is among the best
reported for plain BVO photoanodes (those without hetero-
junctions, composition tuning, or catalysts).8,9,18,34,41,42 The higher
photocurrent under EE illumination is particularly notable because
BVO electrodes usually have better SE than EE performance due to
inefficient electron transport and the longer average transit distance
for photogenerated electrons in the EE geometry.8,9,24,32,34,42 We
show below that the overall, spectrally integrated internal quantum
efficiency of these Mo/T electrodes for sulfite oxidation at the OER
potential (IQE = Zt = J/Jabs) is 70 � 5%, limited by hole transport,
and that the difference between the EE and SE photocurrents is due
primarily to absorption losses in the FTO-coated glass substrate in
the SE geometry. Recently, Seabold et al. reported very similar
results to our own – including a total IQE as high as 90% and larger
photocurrent under EE than SE illumination – using 100–300 nm
thick Mo:BVO films with a nanoporous morphology comparable to
our films but without [001] texture.18 The maximum power point of
our Mo/T devices occurs at 0.63 VRHE, which is sufficiently cathodic
for reasonable current matching with existing photocathodes in
tandem solar fuel devices. Work is ongoing to shift the maximum
operating point to more negative potentials (B0.4 VRHE) to better
match photocathodes such as p-Si.

EQE data were acquired at 1.23 VRHE and 0.6 VRHE in both
illumination directions (Fig. 2b, c, e and f). The onset of the EQE
response for Mo/T and Mo/U films is at somewhat longer wave-
length (B515 nm, or 2.41 eV) compared to that of the Mo-free
films (B500 nm, or 2.48 eV), perhaps as a result of Mo-induced
band tailing or band gap narrowing. Above the band gap, the EQE
of the Mo/T and Mo/U films rises quickly and then either levels off
below 350 nm (for EE illumination) or peaks before falling nearly
to zero by B300 nm, where the FTO substrate absorbs strongly

(for SE illumination). The Mo/T electrodes show the highest
peak EQE of B61% at 1.23 VRHE and B48% at 0.6 VRHE in EE
illumination. Integrating the EQE at 1.23 VRHE over the standard
AM1.5G spectrum gives a photocurrent of 2.5 mA cm�2, B12%
less than the value of 2.8 mA cm�2 measured in J–V data. The
other three film types show lower EQE values. For all films, the
measured photocurrent density is up to 40% larger than the value
obtained from the EQE spectrum. The difference between J–V and
EQE data is bigger for Mo/U films (30–40%) than Mo/T films
(0–20%). This type of systematic difference can result from the much
higher irradiance used in J–V measurements (100 mW cm�2), which
can fill traps and increase the carrier mobility and photocurrent of
nanocrystalline electrodes61 relative to EQE data that are usually
acquired using low-power monochromatic light (2–200 mW cm�2 in
our case) without background light bias. However, we find that EQE
spectra of Mo/T films acquired under 0.3 sun white light bias are
nearly identical to spectra obtained without light bias (Fig. S8, ESI†),
showing that trap filling and other intensity-dependent effects are
not responsible for the difference between the J–V and EQE data
observed here. J–V plots measured as a function of light intensity
show that the photocurrent of these electrodes increases linearly
with light intensity up to at least 1 sun (Fig. S8, ESI†), further ruling
out any significant irradiance dependence. A second common
source of deviation between J–V and integrated EQE data is
mismatch between the AM1.5G spectrum and the actual spectral
output of the solar simulator. To quantify our spectral mis-
match, we carefully measured the absolute spectral irradiance
of our solar simulator at the sample position using a fiber-
coupled spectrometer calibrated with a radiometric calibrated
light source (see Experimental). Surprisingly, we find that the
photon flux of our solar simulator is actually B12% smaller than
that of the AM1.5G spectrum over the relevant range of wave-
lengths for BVO (300–515 nm; Fig. S9, ESI†). Integrating the
product of the EQE and the actual spectral photon flux of the
solar simulator gives an EE photocurrent for the Mo/T films of
only 2.2 mA cm�2, even less than the 2.5 mA cm�2 calculated
using the AM1.5G standard and in worse agreement with the
value from J–V data (2.8 mA cm�2). Since the EQE spectra of
these films are independent of light intensity (Fig. S8, ESI†),
integrating the EQE with the measured solar simulator spectral
photon flux should give the same photocurrent as a J–V plot
acquired with the same light source, but this is not the case for
our samples. At this time we cannot explain why the J–V and EQE
data disagree. We note that reasonable agreement between J–V
and EQE data (to within B10%) is rare in the BVO literature:
large discrepancies of 25–50% are common, while only a few
examples of good J–V and EQE agreement are known to us.8,54

Charge transport efficiency of the highest-performance (Mo/T)
electrodes

We estimated the charge transport efficiency Zt(l) and internal
quantum efficiency (IQE) of Mo/T electrodes for sulfite oxida-
tion (Zt(l) = IQE(l) = EQE(l)/Zabs(l)) by combining EQE data
acquired at 1.23 VRHE with absorptance spectra (i.e., Zabs(l))
obtained with an integrating sphere. EQE, absorptance, and the
resulting Zt(l) data are shown in Fig. 3 for electrodes with BVO
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film thicknesses from 70 to 470 nm (the largest range of
thicknesses we could make in a single spin coat step). Film
thickness was varied by changing the spin coating speed and
adjusting solvent ratios while leaving the ink composition and
all other film processing conditions constant (see Experimental).
The absorptance spectrum of each electrode is a convolution of
Zabs(l) of the BVO film (i.e., the light harvesting efficiency) plus
absorption losses in the FTO substrate. Accurate deconvolution of
the BVO and substrate absorptance is needed to determine Zabs(l),
Jabs, and Zt(l) for each electrode, but this cannot be achieved by
applying a simple correction factor to account for FTO absorption
because interference effects are usually important in such optically
thin multilayer dielectric stacks. To account for thin-film inter-
ference effects, it is better to use an optical model to explicitly
determine the absorptance of each BVO film.

We fit the measured absorptance spectrum of each electrode
using a 1D transfer matrix model62 (see Experimental) to extract
the absorptance due only to the BVO layer, thereby allowing an
accurate estimation of Zabs(l), Jabs, and Zt(l) in each case. The
model shows that absorption by BVO accounts for nearly the entire
measured absorptance above the BVO band gap (l o 480 nm)
when relatively thick (4200 nm) films are measured in EE condi-
tions (Fig. 3a). In this case, the electrode absorptance and BVO
absorptance are equal to within a few percent. Thinner films in
EE illumination show substantial absorption by the substrate that
increases with shorter wavelength, such that the BVO absorptance

is only a fraction of the overall absorptance throughout the
spectrum (Fig. 3a). In SE illumination, there is significant absorp-
tion by the substrate for all BVO thicknesses. As expected, substrate
absorption increases for l o 380 nm and drives BVO absorptance
to zero in the UV, resulting in mesa-shaped absorptance spectra
for SE light (Fig. 3d). Fig. S10 (ESI†) shows modeling results for
electrodes with 250 nm (‘‘thick’’) and 100 nm (‘‘thin’’) BVO
films in both illumination geometries.

Taking the ratio of EQE(l) to Zabs(l) (Fig. 3b and e) gives Zt(l)
(i.e., IQE(l)) for each Mo/T electrode, plotted in Fig. 3c and f for
EE and SE illumination, respectively. The most striking feature
of the data is that the IQE(l) of the thicker films (Z220 nm) is
independent of both film thickness and illumination direction
(IQE(l) is 63–72% and flat in all cases). This is possible only if
electron transport is efficient for all films and hole transport
limits the photocurrent. If electron transport were to limit
performance, the IQE and photocurrent should be larger in
SE than EE illumination and smaller for thicker films, which is
not observed. We therefore conclude that transport of holes
limits the photocurrent of our Mo/T BVO films. Films thinner
than B125 nm show significantly lower IQE. We attribute the
lower IQE to the presence of tetragonal BiVO4 (PDF # 00-014-0133)
in the thinner films (Fig. S11, ESI†), which apparently degrades
IQE via either poor Zt or Zrxn.63 The thinnest films (70 nm) have
the largest fraction of tetragonal BVO and the lowest IQE. We
believe that the 70 and 120 nm films would show at least the

Fig. 3 IQE plots for sulfite oxidation by Mo/T electrodes as a function of BVO film thickness (70–470 nm) and illumination direction. (a–c) For EE
illumination. (d–f) For SE illumination. (a and d) Plots of total electrode absorptance from integrating sphere measurements (solid traces) and absorptance of
only the BVO film as determined from an optical transfer matrix model62 of the electrode stack (dashed traces). See Experimental for modeling details. (b and
e) Plots of experimental EQE (at 1.23 VRHE, solid traces) and modeled BVO layer absorptance (Zabs(l), dashed traces). Inset is Jabs for each electrode,
determined by integrating the product of Zabs(l) and the AM1.5G solar spectrum. Note that the two thinnest films are mixed-phase tetragonal and
monoclinic BiVO4 according to XRD (see Fig. S11, ESI†). (c and f) IQE plots (IQE(l) = Zt(l) = EQE(l)/Zabs(l)). The peak at 480–500 nm in some of the plots is an
artifact of taking the ratio of two similar and rapidly changing curves. The dip at B300 nm in the SE data is another such artifact. See Fig. S12 (ESI†) for
integrating sphere optical data of all films, Fig. S13 (ESI†) for SEM images of the films, and Fig. S14 (ESI†) for optical data of a clean FTO-coated glass substrate.
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same IQE as the thicker films if they were phase-pure mono-
clinic BVO rather than a monoclinic/tetragonal phase mixture.
Although integrating the EQE data in Fig. 3b suggests that the
370 and 470 nm films should have the highest 1 sun photo-
current ( J E 2.89 mA cm�2), the 220 nm films perform the best
in J–V measurements (Fig. S15, ESI†), which is another example
of the common discrepancy between J–V and EQE data for BVO.

Analysis of sulfite oxidation performance of the different BVO
films

We demonstrated in the previous section that peak Zt(l) of our
highest-performance (Mo/T) electrodes is 60–70% and limited
by hole transport. The finding that hole transport limits the
photocurrent may seem surprising given the small diameter of
the rod-like particles in our films (45–70 nm) compared to

reported values of the hole diffusion length Lp ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Dptp

p� �
of

70–200 nm in various BVO samples.14–17 However, it is important
to consider that Lp is not an immutable material parameter, but
can vary by orders of magnitude (e.g., from 10�7–10�2 m in
silicon) depending on the crystallinity, bulk defect content, and
surface properties of a material that affect carrier mobility and
lifetime. Lp of our films could easily be smaller than 70–200 nm.
Moreover, to achieve Zt B 100% solely by diffusion, the diffusion
length must be many times longer than the largest carrier transit
distance. In the absence of substantial band bending within the
BVO, the probability for a photogenerated hole to escape bulk
recombination is proportional to e�x/Lp, where x is the distance a
given hole must travel to reach the BVO surface. We estimate
that Lp must be at least 6 times the particle radius (or 4210 nm
for our films) to enable quantitative (495%) hole collection by
diffusion alone (assuming the simplest case of a laterally uni-
form generation rate in the particles). Only B81% (B65%) of the
holes would reach the BVO surface if Lp were equal to the
particle diameter (radius). Thus, if band bending is negligible,
a hole diffusion length of just 30–40 nm can explain the 60–70%
hole transport efficiency of our Mo/T films. Lp could be even
smaller if band bending is substantial because then the electric
field in the depletion layer can be strong enough to separate
carriers and drive holes to the BVO surface. Using a simple
nanocrystal Schottky junction model, we estimate that band
bending in our B70 nm diameter BVO nanoparticles is significant
only when the electron density is higher than B1 � 1017 cm�3. At
a free carrier density of 1 � 1017 cm�3, the depletion layer width
(B175 nm at 0.6 VRHE and B260 nm at 1.23 VRHE) is much larger
than the particle radius and the potential difference between
the center and surface of a particle is too small (B20 mV) to
efficiently separate carriers at room temperature. With increas-
ing carrier density the depletion layer thins (p n�1/2) and the
potential difference and maximum electric field increase in
magnitude. Since the carrier density in BVO films may easily be
higher than 1017 cm�3, we think it is likely that at anodic
potentials drift plays an important role in charge transport,
which would enable efficient hole collection even for quite
short Lp. Our results imply that the hole diffusion length in
these BVO films is shorter than 40 nm.

The main trends in the J–V and EQE data of Fig. 2 are readily
understood. The increase in photocurrent and EQE in the order
noMo/U o noMo/T o Mo/U o Mo/T is due to progressively
better charge transport. Differences in light absorption between
the films are relatively insignificant ( Jabs differs by less than
45%) and cannot account for the much larger differences in
photocurrent. The noMo/T films show up to twice the photo-
current of the noMo/U films, but their absolute performance
is poor, suggesting that carrier collection is improved but still
inefficient in textured films made without Mo. Both the noMo/U
and noMo/T films show 4–5 times higher peak EQE in SE
than EE illumination, which is good evidence that electron
transport is inefficient in these films. This is because, even in the
presence of strong optical interference effects,62 the performance of
electrodes limited by electron transport should be best in SE
illumination since electrons are generated closer to the FTO
substrate and thus have a shorter average transit distance when
light is incident though the substrate than when it is incident from
the opposite side of the film. In contrast, the average travel distance
for holes is about equal in SE and EE illumination because the
BVO/water interface is distributed somewhat uniformly throughout
the volume of the nanoporous BVO films, so the hole transport
efficiency should depend only weakly on illumination direction.
Although absorption losses in FTO can decrease Jabs in SE
illumination by 5–10% (e.g., see Fig. 3), the higher EQE from
better electron collection in the SE geometry can dwarf the
reduction due to the slightly smaller film absorptance.

A comparison of the Mo/U and Mo/T films makes it clear that
Mo addition mostly improves electron transport, while texturing
mostly improves hole transport. The Mo/U films have six times
higher photocurrent than noMo/U films and strikingly similar
performance in SE and EE illumination, with nearly identical
J–V curves ( J = 1.1 mA cm�2 at 1.23 VRHE), integrated EQE
(B0.8 mA cm�2), Jabs (B2.65 mA cm�2), and Zt B 42% in both
illumination geometries. The lack of dependence on illumination
direction suggests that electron transport is efficient and that poor
hole transport limits the photocurrent of the Mo/U electrodes. We
therefore conclude that Mo addition mostly improves electron
transport in BVO films. This conclusion is consistent with the
discussion above and previous reports (see following section).
Meanwhile, Mo/T films have 2–3 times higher photocurrent than
Mo/U films and slightly better performance in EE than SE illumi-
nation, with B20% higher EE photocurrent in J–V measurements
(2.8 mA cm�2 versus 2.34 mA cm�2 at 1.23 VRHE) and 10% higher
EE value of the integrated EQE (2.5 mA cm�2 for EE light versus
2.3 mA cm�2 for SE light). The photocurrent of the Mo/T electrodes
is higher in EE than SE conditions because of lower absorption
losses in the FTO substrate and more absorption in the BVO film
( Jabs = 3.8 mA cm�2 in EE light but only 3.49 mA cm�2 in SE light;
see Fig. 3). Indeed, higher EE photocurrent should be a distin-
guishing characteristic of quantitative electron collection from BVO
films on transparent conducting substrates such as FTO/glass, as
previously noted by Seabold et al.18 Since electron transport is
efficient in both the Mo/U and Mo/T films, we attribute the signifi-
cantly higher photocurrent of the Mo/T electrodes mostly to improved
hole transport, which increases Zt(l) from B40% to 60–70%.
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Possible mechanisms by which hole transport is enhanced in the
textured films are discussed in the following section.

To summarize, the trends in photocurrent and EQE in Fig. 2
are a result of progressively better charge transport in the series
noMo/U o noMo/T o Mo/U o Mo/T. Comparing the magnitude of
the photocurrent and the relative performance of each type of BVO
film in EE and SE illumination shows that Mo addition primarily
improves electron transport, while texturing mostly improves hole
transport. Thus, noMo/U films have the lowest photocurrent and
JSE c JEE because both electron and hole transport are poor. Hole
transport is improved in noMo/T films, but electron transport is still
limiting and so JSE c JEE. Conversely, Mo/U films have efficient
electron transport (evidenced by JSE B JEE) but still poor hole
transport, resulting in only modest photocurrent. Mo/T films
combine efficient electron transport ( JSE o JEE) with significantly
improved hole transport (peak Zt(l) = 60–70% and total Zt = 70� 5%
at 1.23 VRHE) and show the highest photocurrent. The electron and
hole transport performance remains unchanged for Mo/T films up
to at least 470 nm thick (Fig. 3).

The charge transport efficiency of our Mo/T films is among
the highest yet reported for single-component BVO electrodes.
Higher Zt values of B90% at 1.23 VRHE have been reported in two
recent studies,9,18 but these values appear to be misestimated.
Reference 18 may overestimate Zt by underestimating Jabs in two
ways: (i) neglecting light absorption below 350 nm, which is
sufficient to increase Jabs by B0.3 mA cm�2 and lower Zt from
B90% to B82%, and (ii) using a simple correction factor rather
than a model to remove the substrate absorptance under EE
illumination, which tends to underestimate the BVO absorptance
and thus overestimate Zt. We cannot determine exactly how much
Zt has been overestimated because the procedure used to remove
the substrate absorptance is not described in that paper. However,
given the above arguments as well as the reported photocurrent
(3.1 mA cm�2) and film thickness (300 nm), it is very likely that Zt is
closer to B70% than B90%, and therefore quite similar to our
result. Reference 9 apparently misestimates Jabs in two ways.
First, the electrode absorptance from 380–650 nm is used to
calculate Jabs, but this spectral region misses a substantial amount
of AM1.5G light that is absorbed by BVO (300–380 nm, worth
B0.36 mA cm�2 for these electrodes in the SE geometry) and
includes a significant amount of sub-bandgap light that is not
absorbed by BVO (520–650 nm, worth B0.4 mA cm�2). These two
errors nearly cancel. The measured photocurrent of B4.5 mA cm�2

(at 1.23 VRHE) is B100% of both the uncorrected and corrected Jabs

(4.45 and 4.41 mA cm�2, respectively), not B90% as claimed in that
paper. Moreover, accounting for the absorptance of the FTO
substrate in the electrode stack under SE illumination lowers Jabs

by B10%, resulting in an unphysical Zt of B110%. This implies
significant spectral and/or intensity mismatch between 1 sun
AM1.5G light and the output of the solar simulator used in the
measurements, which calls the reported Zt value into question.

Mechanism of photocurrent enhancement by Mo addition and
texturing

We now briefly discuss why the addition of molybdenum improves
the electron transport of BVO photoelectrodes. The usual

explanation is that Mo is a donor that increases film conduc-
tivity, which in turn enhances the photocurrent in some way.
There are two problems with this explanation. First, although
atomistic models predict that substitutional molybdenum on a
vanadium site (MoV) is a shallow donor in BVO,27,33 the bulk of
the experimental data shows that doping by Mo is very ineffi-
cient, with a donor efficiency (i.e., the number of free carriers
contributed per impurity atom) of o1% at room temperature.
A donor efficiency of only 0.005% was reported in BVO single
crystals containing 0.6% Mo (8 � 1019 cm�3).17 Mott–Schottky
measurements of BVO thin films show that adding even higher
levels of Mo (1–5 � 1020 cm�3) results in only small increases in
the free electron density (by 2–10�, with an absolute increase of
1017–1018 cm�3).28,29,31,34,40–42 This low donor efficiency indicates
that Mo is either a deep donor (perhaps 125–250 meV below
the conduction band edge) or a shallow donor that is almost
completely auto-compensated by acceptor defects (most likely
bismuth vacancies) that form along with the MoV centers.17,64–68

In either case, the small decrease in film series resistance upon
Mo addition is not expected to have a significant effect on
majority carrier transport or photocurrent. The second problem
with the notion that Mo enhances BVO photocurrent by acting
as a dopant is that dopants are defects that, at least in bulk
semiconductors, shorten the diffusion length of minority and
majority carriers and degrade photocurrent. To improve the
photocurrent, the Mo impurities must decrease recombination
in some way. One possibility is that the small Mo-induced
increase in electron density thins the surface depletion layer
enough to significantly improve electron–hole separation and
collection by drift.31 This mechanism is well known, e.g., in
hematite photoelectrodes.69,70 Another possibility is that Mo
improves the electron diffusion length and device photocurrent
by passivating traps and recombination centers at grain bound-
aries and perhaps also at the BVO/electrolyte and BVO/FTO
interfaces. Both depletion layer thinning and surface/interface
passivation are physically reasonable mechanisms by which Mo
may act to enhance the photocurrent of BVO thin-films. Either
mechanism can in principle account for the 4-fold increase in
electron mobility and 200-fold increase in electron lifetime
recently reported for Mo:BVO films by Seabold et al.18

Next we consider why the textured BVO films show enhanced
hole transport. It is conceivable that the enhanced performance
is due to the crystallographic texturing itself or to some other
difference between textured and untextured films. To better
understand the mechanism of improved photocurrent in textured
films, we studied the impact of texturing on the microstructure,
crystallinity, and electronic defect concentration of the BVO films.
We first elucidated the nature of the apparent {00l} out-of-plane
crystallographic texture of the Mo/T films. Fig. 4a compares
XRD patterns of a typical Mo/T film on FTO obtained in grazing
incidence (GIXRD, as in Fig. 1e) and conventional y/2y geometries.
The significantly higher relative intensity of the 004 reflection
in the y/2y scan indicates strong preferred orientation of the
{00l} planes of BVO parallel to the plane of the substrate. Also, a
y/2y scan of the powder scraped from several Mo/T films lacks
any preferred orientation and is close to an isotropic powder
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pattern, indicating that the Mo/T films are truly textured rather
than merely composed of highly anisotropic grains (such as
long nanorods).

We acquired {004} pole figures of Mo/U and Mo/T films
to better characterize the film texture. A pole figure is a
hemispherical stereographic projection of a specific crystal
plane normal (or pole) of each of a representative number of
crystallites in a sample. As shown in Fig. 4b, Mo/T films on FTO
show substantial {004} texture normal to the film surface, while
Mo/U films are practically untextured. Interestingly, the {004}
normal changed from predominantly out-of-plane to in-plane
orientation for Mo/T films grown on quartz instead of FTO-
coated glass substrates (Fig. S16, ESI†). This result indicates
that the substrate can direct the nature of the texturing in these
BVO films.

Given that the c-axis is reported to be the direction of
highest resistivity (i.e., lowest mobility) in BVO crystals,17,71

we expect c-axis texture in nanoporous BVO films to result in
better hole transport but worse electron transport compared to
untextured films. Substantially better hole collection due to less
c-axis character in the hole transit path could account for
the higher photocurrent of Mo/T films, but only if the lower
electron mobility within the BVO grains has an insignificant
negative impact on the electron collection efficiency. Indeed, it
is likely that electron transport is limited by slow transfer
between the multiple BVO grains in the transit path, such that
the mobility within grains is unimportant and electron collec-
tion is not degraded by the texture. Texturing may also result in
more benign grain boundaries, stronger surface electric fields,
and other favorable changes that improve both electron and
hole collection.

In addition to the texture itself, we investigated several other
notable differences between textured and untextured films as
possible causes of the enhanced photocurrent of Mo/T photo-
anodes. We found that the textured films have remarkably
more intense Raman spectra than the untextured films, but
this proved to be an effect of the crystallographic orientation
rather than better crystallinity in the textured samples. Using
identical acquisition parameters, we observed 26-fold larger

Raman peaks from the textured films (noMo/T and Mo/T), with
insignificant differences in peak positions and relative peak
intensities compared to the untextured films (Fig. 5). The peak
intensity difference between textured and untextured films was
eliminated when the films were scraped off their substrates and
re-measured as random packed powder pellets (Fig. S17, ESI†).
Since the intensity of Raman scattering from a crystal depends on
the polarization of the incident and scattered light with respect to
the crystallographic axes (Raman polarization anisotropy),72,73 the
Raman signal intensity from textured and untextured films is
expected to differ. Based on the identical Raman spectra of the
powdered noMo/T and Mo/T films, we conclude that the higher
Raman signal of the intact Mo/T films is simply a result of
crystallographic orientation (texture) rather than evidence of more
perfect crystallinity or fewer structural defects in the textured films.

We next used X-ray and ultraviolet photoelectron spectro-
scopy (XPS and UPS) to characterize the differences in surface
composition and valence band electronic structure of the
textured and untextured BVO films (see Experimental). XPS
survey and individual element core level scans are shown in
Fig. S19 and S20 (ESI†). After Shirley background subtraction,
the Bi 4f core level peaks Bi 4f7/2 and Bi 4f5/2 of all films fit well
to single-component Voigt functions with binding energies of
159.2 and 164.5 eV (D = 5.3 eV), FWHM values of 0.96 and 0.98 eV,
and the expected area ratio of 4 : 3, allowing unambiguous assign-
ment to Bi3+.74,75 The V 2p core level peaks V 2p3/2 and V 2p1/2 have
binding energies of 516.8 and 524.4 eV (D = 7.6 eV), FWHM values
of 0.87 and 2.3 eV, and the expected area ratio of 2 : 1, and are
assigned to V5+ in BVO.19,46,74,76 In most of our samples there is
no evidence for V4+, which is expected to have a binding energy
of 515.5–516.0 eV.12,74,76 Occasionally we observed a very weak
low-binding energy tail at 515.6 eV assignable to V4+ (see Mo/U
sample in Fig. S20, ESI†). Cooper et al. have also reported such
a weak V4+ signature in BVO XPS data.12 Rossell et al. recently
assigned the V 2p3/2 peak of a commercial BVO powder
observed at 516.7 eV to V4+,77 but we believe this assignment
is incorrect. Some reduced vanadium may indeed be present at
the surface of their samples, but the published spectra are too
broad (possibly as a result of a large pass energy) to be certain.
Nondestructive synchrotron XPS depth profiling would enable

Fig. 4 XRD analysis of textured BVO films. (a) GIXRD and y/2y scans of a
Mo/T film on an FTO substrate, as well as a y/2y scan of powder collected
from several Mo/T films. The 004 peak is significantly enhanced in the y/2y
film pattern but shows no enhancement in the powdered sample relative
to the isotropic powder reference file. The strong FTO peaks in the y/2y
film data result from greater penetration of X-rays into the sample in
this geometry. (b) {004} pole figures of Mo/U and Mo/T films on FTO
substrates. The film normal is perpendicular to the plane of the figure.

Fig. 5 Raman spectra of textured and untextured films. Typical spectra of
a noMo/T film and a noMo/U film, along with the spectrum of a clean FTO
substrate (no BVO) for reference. The latter two spectra are multiplied by a
factor of 26 and offset. Acquisition conditions: 532 nm, 5% power, 10 s
integration, normal incidence and collection. See Fig. S18 (ESI†) for Raman
data of all four film types on the same scale.
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better quantification of the presence and distribution of
reduced vanadium species (V4+ and V3+) near the BVO surface.

Quantification of the XPS data suggests that all of the films
have nonstoichiometric, highly vanadium-deficient surfaces
with [V]/[Bi] = 0.43–0.85, compared to [V]/[Bi] = 1 expected for
BiVO4 (see Table 2). Our results agree with previous reports that
conclude on the basis of XPS data that the BVO surface tends
to be significantly vanadium deficient.24,51,55,77,78 In addition,
the anion/cation ratio [O]/([Bi] + [V]) is only 1.65–1.85 (rather
than 2), suggesting large oxygen deficiency or the presence of
additional metal oxide phases near the surface. This fairly
extreme nonstoichiometry indicates that the surface of our
BVO films is not BiVO4, but probably a blend of BiVO4 and
bismuth-rich, oxygen-deficient phases such as Bi2VO5.5, Bi2O3,
and BiVO4�d.

77 To compare the surface [V]/[Bi] ratio from XPS
with the total (surface plus bulk) [V]/[Bi] ratio of the films, we
performed standardless semi-quantitative energy dispersive
spectroscopy (EDS).79,80 EDS shows a significant but smaller
vanadium deficiency than XPS, with [V]/[Bi] = 0.82–0.89 � 0.1
(Table 2). The XPS and EDS data are consistent with a bismuth-
rich, vanadium-deficient surface layer on otherwise stoichio-
metric BVO grains. Recently it was suggested that the BVO
surface may consist of bismuth oxides devoid of vanadium.77

To test this idea, we used low-energy He+ ion scattering spectro-
scopy (LE-ISS) to identify the atoms present on the top surface of
a Mo/T film. While the information depth of XPS is 3–10 nm, the
information depth of LE-ISS using noble gas ions is limited to
the outermost atomic layer of a sample, thus providing ultimate
surface sensitivity.81 The ion scattering data show strong peaks
for Bi, O, and V, indicating that the surface of our films is Bi–V–O
(possibly plus H, which cannot be detected in our backscattering
geometry) rather than bismuth oxides or oxyhydroxides (Fig. S21,
ESI†). Molybdenum was detected by XPS but not by EDS or ISS.
Quantification of XPS depth profiles (not shown) indicate that
the Mo concentration is constant with sputter depth at B0.6 at%
in the Mo/U films and B0.2 at% in the Mo/T films, but the
profiles do not reveal whether the Mo concentration differs
between the bulk and the surface of the BVO crystallites. Based
on the XRD, XPS, EDS, and ISS results, we conclude that our
films are bulk monoclinic BiVO4 with a bismuth-rich, vanadium-
and oxygen-deficient surface layer (e.g., a mixture of Bi2VO5.5,
Bi2O3, and BiVO4), with a Bi–V–O(–H) surface termination. It is
important to keep in mind while interpreting the valence band
spectra presented below that the surface of these BVO films is
something other than BiVO4 and may have a significantly different
effective electronic structure and band gap than the film bulk.

Atom-resolved scanning transmission electron microscopy and
spectroscopy would be useful for determining the detailed atomic
structure and composition of the surfaces of BVO photoelectrodes.

X-ray and UV excited valence band spectra show a striking
difference between the textured and untextured films, namely a
broad peak from occupied states centered 0.65–0.75 eV above
the valence band maximum that is about ten times weaker in
textured films than untextured films (Fig. 6). Control experiments
show that this in-gap peak is independent of both the KOH etch
used to make the textured films and the UVO treatment used to
clean the samples prior to UPS measurements. Chemically
reducing the film surface by in situ dosing with atomic hydrogen
progressively increased the intensity of the in-gap peak, suggest-
ing that it is related to oxygen vacancies, reduced metal ions, or
interstitial hydrogen in the assemblage of BiVO4 and other
phases that exist at the film surface (Fig. S22, ESI†). We assign
the peak to defect states in the band gap of BVO rather than the
valence states of the surface impurity phases. However, from
the photoemission spectra alone we cannot determine whether
the defects are surface states or bulk defects. If they are bulk
defects, these occupied deep gap states should act as efficient
recombination centers, and their lower concentration in the
textured films could result in better hole transport that
accounts for the higher photocurrent we observe from noMo/T
and Mo/T samples. Determining why the textured BVO films
have a lower concentration of gap states is very difficult. At
present we can only say that inks with [V]/[Bi] E 2 somehow

Table 2 EF � EVBM, F, Eg, and surface composition of BVO films

Samplea EF � EVBM (eV) F (eV) Eg
b (eV) Surface [V]/[Bi]c Bulk [V]/[Bi]d

noMo/U 2.32 5.04 2.49 (E); 2.52 (O) 0.43 0.83
Mo/U 2.22 5.03 2.41 (E); 2.51 (O) 0.85 0.84
noMo/T 2.20 4.96 2.49 (E); 2.51 (O) 0.47 0.89
Mo/T 2.21 5.22 2.41 (E); 2.48 (O) 0.52 0.82

a All samples UV/ozone cleaned. b E = determined from EQE onset, O = determined from optical Tauc plot fit. c Determined from XPS.
d Determined from EDS.

Fig. 6 Ultraviolet photoelectron valence band spectra of textured and
untextured films. (a) Overview of the valence band spectra of BVO films
cleaned by three cycles of ex situ UV/ozone treatment to remove organic
contamination. Spectra were aligned with each other at 4 eV. EF is the
Fermi level. (b) Magnified view of the valence band edge showing in-gap
states. The in-gap defect peak is significantly larger for untextured films,
suggesting a higher defect concentration. The dip below zero counts
near B0.6 eV is an artifact resulting from imperfect numerical subtraction
of He I satellites.
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result in BVO films with c-axis texture, a lower concentration
of deep gap states, and higher photocurrent due to better
hole transport. We note that several studies have reported that
mild reduction by hydrogen annealing38,82 or electrochemical
treatments24,83 actually improves the photoelectrochemical
performance of BVO films, which seems contrary to our results.
A separate study of the deep gap states is warranted.

The photoemission spectra provide important additional
information about the BVO films, including the position of the
surface Fermi level with respect to the valence band maximum
(EF � EVBM) and the work function (F = Evacuum � EF). These data
are compiled in Table 2 for the four types of BVO films. EF� EVBM

values of 2.2–2.3 eV confirm that all of the films have n-type
surfaces, in agreement with the n-type bulk behavior inferred
from the J–V characteristics. This is true as long as the surface
layer has a band gap smaller than B4.6 eV, which seems likely
despite the marked surface nonstoichiometry discussed above.
The films made with Mo do not show smaller Eg � (EF � EVBM)
values than the Mo-free films (as determined using the optical Eg

values of the bulk films), indicating that Mo does not substantially
increase the free electron density at the surface of these samples
(i.e., Mo is not a good donor), which is consistent with the
evidence of the low donor efficiency of Mo discussed above. The
work function determined from the UPS secondary electron cutoff
energy is 5.0–5.2 eV for all films, in good agreement with recent
results on BVO films made by chemical vapor deposition.12

Photoelectrochemical water oxidation

In addition to sulfite, we also tested the four types of BVO
photoelectrodes for their ability to oxidize water. The films were
220 nm thick and bare (no catalyst or surface treatment applied).
Fig. 7 shows three-electrode J–V and EQE results for water

oxidation in 1.0 M KH2PO4 buffer (pH 7.0) averaged over six
devices. As in the case of sulfite oxidation, the Mo/T electrodes
demonstrate the highest photocurrent, reaching J = 1.8 mA cm�2

under EE illumination and J = 1.1 mA cm�2 under SE illumina-
tion at 1.23 VRHE. The EQE of the Mo/T films plateaus at 30%
under EE light. Since the BVO films photocorrode when polarized
anodically (see below), the J–V data reported in Fig. 7 were
acquired quickly (within three minutes after initial illumination).
Bubbling was observed from both the BVO and Pt electrodes
during these experiments at a rate that increased with the
current, consistent with overall water splitting. Comparing the
results for sulfite oxidation and water oxidation (Fig. 2 and 7), it is
interesting to note that the photoresponse of the Mo/T films is
ten times larger than that of the Mo/U films for water oxidation
but only three times larger for sulfite oxidation, which suggests
that the surface of the Mo/T films is significantly better at
transferring holes to water (i.e., higher Zrxn for Mo/T than Mo/U
films). However, since our films were not coated with a water
oxidation catalyst, the photocurrent onset potential is B0.16 V
more anodic and the fill factor is substantially lower for water
oxidation than for sulfite oxidation (see comparison in Fig. 8a).
This corroborates the relatively sluggish nature of water oxidation
on the surface of bare BVO reported in previous studies.2

Nonetheless, the J–V and EQE performance of our Mo/T films is
among the best reported for BVO electrodes without catalysts,9,18

showing that these films have efficient carrier transport and
fairly good hole transfer to water.

Using the relation J = Jabs � Zt � Zrxn with Zrxn,sulfite = 100%,
we estimated the overall, spectrally integrated quantum effi-
ciencies for charge transport (Zt = Jsulfite/Jabs) and hole transfer

to water Zrxn;water ¼
Jwater

Jabs � Zt

� �
for the Mo/T electrodes in EE

illumination as a function of applied bias. Fig. 8a compares
typical J–V curves of Mo/T electrodes for sulfite and water
oxidation. Fig. 8b shows that Zt determined using the J–V curve
in sulfite electrolyte and Jabs = 3.80 mA cm�2 (Fig. 3b) is B45%
at 0.6 VRHE and B74% at 1.23 VRHE (blue curve in Fig. 8b). Zt is
79% at 1.23 VRHE if we use Jabs for the absolute spectral photon
flux of our solar simulator (3.55 mA cm�2) – which is the actual
light source used in the J–V measurements – rather than Jabs for

Fig. 7 Current–voltage (J–V) and external quantum efficiency (EQE)
performance of 220 nm thick BVO electrodes for oxidation of water. (a)
Dark and illuminated J–V and (b) EQE curves at 1.23 VRHE under EE
illumination. (c and d) The analogous data for SE illumination.

Fig. 8 Determination of the quantum efficiencies for charge transport
(Zt) and water oxidation by holes at the BVO surface (Zrxn,water). (a) J–V plots
for sulfite and water oxidation by Mo/T films in the light and dark. EE
illumination. (b) Zt and Zrxn,water as a function of bias. EE illumination. The
small peak in Zrxn,water centered at B0.36 V is a mathematical artifact.
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the AM1.5G spectrum (3.8 mA cm�2). Alternatively, determin-
ing overall Zt by integrating the product of Zt(l) and the AM1.5G
spectral photon flux gives a somewhat lower value (Zt B 64% at
1.23 VRHE). Given the spread in Zt values determined from J–V
and EQE data, we can conservatively estimate that Zt = 70 � 5%
at the OER potential. Assuming that the Zt curve in Fig. 8b is the
same for sulfite and water oxidation, we can calculate Zrxn,water

at each bias (red curve in Fig. 8b). We find that Zrxn,water reaches
B64% at the OER potential. Hole pile up at the BVO surface
due to the comparatively slow water oxidation kinetics may cause
additional recombination that somewhat reduces Zt during water
oxidation, so we believe that our estimate of Zrxn,water is a lower
bound. Regardless, 64% is one of the best reported values of
Zrxn for water oxidation by a bare BiVO4 photoanode.9,18 The
high Zrxn,water of these Mo/T films may result from their
relatively low density of in-gap defect states, the activity of
the particular crystal facets exposed to the electrolyte by the
textured films,84,85 and/or fortuitously fast kinetics for the OER
relative to competing processes such as recombination and
photocorrosion (see below).

Electrode stability

Finally, we assessed the stability of the bare Mo/T BVO electrodes
for sulfite and water oxidation by potentiostatic measurements of
the current density under illumination at 1.23 VRHE with constant
stirring to avoid mass transport limitations and bubble accumula-
tion. As expected from previous reports,10,34 the electrodes are
fairly stable in sulfite electrolyte at pH 7, showing less than a 10%
decrease in current after 14 hours of continuous 1 sun illumina-
tion (Fig. 9a). The charge passed through the electrode during
this time (B142 C cm�2) is approximately 500 times larger than
what is required to oxidize all of the O2� ions in the BVO film to
O2 (B0.29 C cm�2 for a 220 nm thick film with a conservative
porosity of 10%), showing that essentially all of the observed
photocurrent comes from sulfite oxidation rather than BVO
photocorrosion. The stability of the electrodes during water
oxidation is much worse than for sulfite oxidation, with B90%
decrease in current after only one hour of biased illumination,

followed by a much slower decrease in current over the next
hour. Post-mortem visual inspection and SEM imaging of the
electrodes (Fig. 9b) revealed that most of the BVO film etches
away during the two hour test. Control samples held at the OER
potential in the dark showed minimal decay in current density,
optical extinction, and morphology after even 4 hours of testing
(Fig. S23, ESI†), proving that the BVO films are reasonably
stable in the dark at pH 7 and that the rapid degradation
observed under illumination is due to photoinduced rather
than dark corrosion of BVO. The charge passed during the two
hour illuminated test (2.38 C cm�2) is at least 8 times larger
than the charge needed to completely photoetch the BVO film.
Thus, as with sulfite oxidation, it is clear that nearly all of the
observed photocurrent in Fig. 7 and 9 is due to water oxidation
rather than photocorrosion. The mechanism of BVO photo-
corrosion in water at near-neutral pH is not yet understood, but
seems to begin with preferential dissolution of vanadium near the
surface, leaving behind a very bismuth-rich surface layer.22,51,55

One scenario is that the accumulation of photogenerated holes at
the BVO surface causes oxidation of the electrode (via oxidation
of Bi3+ and/or O2�) and its eventual dissolution, while photo-
generated electrons pass through the external circuit to produce
H2 at the counter electrode. This process would result in photo-
current. It is also possible that photocorrosion occurs by local
redox reactions, perhaps most plausibly the reduction of V5+ to V4+

coupled with oxidation of bismuth or oxygen to ultimately generate
solvated metal complexes and perhaps some insoluble metal oxide
by-products. This process would not result in photocurrent in the
external circuit. Because as few as B64% of the holes that reach
the BVO surface are used to oxidize water, many photogenerated
carriers are available to participate in slow corrosion reactions at
the BVO/electrolyte interface. Future work will focus on under-
standing the reactions responsible for BVO photocorrosion at
different pH values and coating BVO films with protective layers
and oxygen evolution catalysts22,54 to achieve simultaneous high
performance and stability during water oxidation.

Conclusion

We developed a simple spin coating method for making high-
quality nanoporous films of monoclinic BiVO4 and used these
films to better understand the ability of BiVO4 to absorb light,
transport photogenerated carriers, and oxidize sulfite and water
in a photoelectrochemical half-cell. BVO films were made with
and without molybdenum and [001] out-of-plane crystallographic
texture by adjusting the composition of the ink used for film
deposition. Mo-containing, textured (Mo/T) films showed signifi-
cantly higher performance than the three other types of BVO
films, with photocurrent and EQE for sulfite oxidation as high as
3.1 mA cm�2 and 60% at 1.23 VRHE and 2.5 mA cm�2 and 48% at
0.6 VRHE for 220 nm thick films under standard light. By using an
optical model of the electrode stack to accurately determine the
fraction of electrode absorptance due to the BVO active layer, we
estimated a charge transport efficiency of 70� 5% for Mo/T films.
The fact that IQE(l) of these films is constant (60–70%) regardless

Fig. 9 BVO photoelectrode stability. (a) Typical plots of current density
versus time for 220 nm Mo/T electrodes performing oxidation of sulfite
(red) and water (blue). Conditions: 1.23 VRHE, EE illumination. The light was
turned on at time zero and turned off after 14 hours and 2 hours,
respectively. The water oxidation data are right shifted by 1 hour for clarity.
See Fig. S24 (ESI†) for short-term stability data under chopped illumination.
(b) SEM image of an electrode after two hours of water oxidation testing
(compare to the un-etched film in Fig. 1d).
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of illumination direction and film thickness (from 220 nm to at
least 470 nm) is strong evidence that electron transport is very
efficient and hole transport limits the photocurrent. This IQE
behavior is consistent with a hole diffusion length shorter than
40 nm. Comparing the magnitude of the photocurrent and the
relative performance of the BVO films in the two illumination
directions shows that Mo addition primarily improves electron
transport, while texturing mostly improves hole transport. Mo
seems to be an inefficient donor in BVO and probably enhances
electron transport by thinning the surface depletion layer or
passivating traps and recombination centers at grain boundaries
and interfaces. Meanwhile, improved hole transport in textured
films may stem from more efficient lateral hole extraction due to
the texturing itself or the reduced density of a prominent but
previously unreported deep gap state observed in photoemission
measurements. The photoemission data also show that the films
have bismuth-rich, vanadium- and oxygen-deficient surface
layers, while ISS indicates a Bi–V–O(–H) surface termination.
Increasing the hole transport efficiency of plain Mo/T films from
B70% to B100% might be achieved in several ways, including
more complete passivation of the deep gap states to increase the
hole diffusion length, finer nanostructuring of the films to eliminate
grain boundaries and shorten the hole transit distance, and tuning
the composition of the surface layer to promote the drift of holes to
the BVO surface.

Mo/T BVO films without catalyst coatings oxidized water
with an initial photocurrent and EQE as high as 1.7 mA cm�2

and 30%, respectively, and a hole transfer efficiency to water
(Zrxn,water) of at least 64% at the OER potential. Electrode
stability during water oxidation is poor, with B90% loss of
photocurrent after 1 hour of illumination at 1.23 VRHE. The
photocurrent falls because most of the BVO film etches away
after just a few hours of water oxidation. However, the electro-
des show good short-term (14 hour) stability when sulfite hole
scavenger is present in the electrolyte, and indefinite stability
in both electrolytes in the dark at near-neutral pH. By improv-
ing the hole transport efficiency and coating these nanoporous
BVO films with an appropriate protective layer and oxygen
evolution catalyst, it should be possible to achieve highly
efficient and stable water oxidation at a practical pH.

Experimental
Preparation of Mo-free and untextured BVO (noMo/U) films

All synthesis procedures were carried out in air. 0.600 mmol
(0.291 g) of Bi(NO3)3�5H2O (Sigma Aldrich, 498%) was added to
2.000 g (1.802 mL) of ethylene glycol (Sigma Aldrich, 499%)
and sonicated for 5 minutes to obtain a clear and colorless
solution. 1.00 mL of glacial acetic acid (Fisher Scientific, 499.7%),
0.50 mL of deionized water, and 0.600 mmol (0.159 g) of VO(acac)2

(Acros Organics, 499%) were added sequentially to this solution
and the mixture sonicated for another 20 minutes. To this solution,
236 mg of the triblock copolymer Pluronic F-108 (average Mn B
14 600, 82.5 wt% PEG, Aldrich) was added in powder form to serve
as a structure directing agent for making highly porous BVO films.

Samples made without the polymer were nonporous, large-grain
polycrystalline thin films. The solution was sonicated for an addi-
tional 30 minutes to obtain a dark green, viscous ink for spin
coating. Films were deposited onto FTO-coated glass substrates
(TEC 8, Pilkington) at 1200 rpm for 10 seconds followed by
1500 rpm for 40 seconds, then baked on a hotplate at 125 1C for
6 minutes and annealed in a box furnace at 475 1C for
15 minutes using a 10 1C min�1 heating rate and a natural cool
down to room temperature. This procedure made B220 nm
thick films in a single spin coating step.

Preparation of Mo-containing and untextured BVO (Mo/U)
films

To incorporate Mo into the BVO films, an appropriate volume
of a 50 mM solution of MoO2(acac)2 (Sigma Aldrich) in ethylene
glycol was added to enough neat ethylene glycol to make a
2.000 g solution. Bi(NO3)3�5H2O was then dissolved in this
solution and all subsequent processing carried out identically
to the noMo/U films described above. Mo at% was determined
with respect to Bi. Preparation of 1%, 2%, or 3% Mo spin coating
inks required 120 mL, 240 mL, or 360 mL of the MoO2(acac)2

solution, respectively.

Preparation of textured BVO (noMo/T and Mo/T) films

Films with out-of-plane texture along the [001] direction of BVO
were prepared by doubling the mass of VO(acac)2 used for the
noMo/U films, increasing the amount of Pluronic F-108 to
350 mg to maintain a constant molar ratio of (V + Bi)/F-108,
adjusting the solvent amounts to 1.500 g of ethylene glycol,
2.00 mL acetic acid, and 0.50 mL water, and depositing the films at
700 rpm for 20 seconds followed by 1200 rpm for 40 seconds. To
make Mo/T films, Mo was added again with respect to Bi rather
than V because the excess V resulted in the formation of VxOy phase
impurities after annealing. VxOy impurities were removed by etch-
ing the films in 0.5 M aqueous KOH for 10 seconds, then rinsing
with deionized water and drying under a stream of nitrogen. Mo/T
films of other thicknesses were produced by adjusting only the
solvent amounts and spin coating speed, as follows: 470 nm:
0.500 g EG, 1.50 mL AcOH, 0.30 mL H2O, 600 rpm for 30 s, then
1200 rpm for 10 s; 370 nm: 1.000 g EG, 1.50 mL AcOH, 0.30 mL
H2O, 600 rpm for 30 s, then 1200 rpm for 10 s; 270 nm: 1.000 g EG,
2.00 mL AcOH, 0.50 mL H2O, 600 rpm for 30 s, then 1200 rpm for
10 s; 120 nm: 1.500 g EG, 2.00 mL AcOH, 0.50 mL H2O, 1800 for
10 s, then 2200 rpm for 40 s; 70 nm: 1.500 g EG, 2.00 mL AcOH,
0.50 mL H2O, 2000 for 5 s, then 2500 rpm for 40 s. All films were
made in one spin coating step to avoid layering effects.

Physical characterization

X-ray diffraction data were obtained on a Rigaku SmartLab
diffractometer (Cu Ka radiation) at room temperature. Grazing
incidence XRD measurements used an angle of incidence of
0.2 degrees. Crystallite size analysis of y/2y patterns used

the Scherrer formula, t ¼ 0:94l
. ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Bsample
2 � Bstandard

2
� �q

cos y,

where t is a crystallite thickness, l the X-ray wavelength, y the
scattering half-angle, Bsample the FWHM of the peak in the
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sample pattern, and Bstandard the FWHM of the NIST LaB6

Standard Reference Material 660b under the same experimental
conditions. We assumed zero strain broadening and used Voigt
line shapes to fit the data. Williamson–Hall and Halder–Wagner
plots of the XRD data were too scattered to allow deconvolution of
size and strain broadening, probably because the BVO crystallites
are anisotropic in shape. Based on the positions of the XRD peaks
and the synthesis method used to make the films, the crystallites
are expected to have very little strain, so, while the Scherrer values
are lower bounds of the average crystallite size, the error from
neglecting strain broadening should be small. BVO {004} pole
figures were measured using the SmartLab in-plane system with a
2theta-chi goniometer axis and analyzed using the 3D Explore
software package. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and
energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) were performed on an FEI
Magellan 400L SEM equipped with an Oxford Instruments X-MAX
80 mm2 detector and AZtecEnergy software. EDS quantification
used Tru-Q and the XPP matrix correction algorithm. EDS energy
calibration was performed with a NIST copper standard. Raman
spectra were obtained using an Renishaw inVia Raman micro-
scope with lincident = 532 nm.

Optical characterization

Room-temperature optical measurements to determine the band
gap and absorptance of films on FTO-coated glass substrates were
performed on a PerkinElmer Lambda 950 spectrophotometer
equipped with a 60 mm integrating sphere. To mimic the EQE
measurement conditions as closely as possible, samples were
covered with a drop of electrolyte and a quartz coverslip prior to
determining their absorptance in the integrating sphere.

Spectroelectrochemical measurements

Spectroelectrochemistry of noMo/U electrodes was conducted
using a PerkinElmer Lambda 950 spectrophotometer in 0.2 M
KCl buffered to acidic (pH = 2.9), neutral (pH = 6.8), and basic
(pH = 9.9) conditions. Measurements were conducted in a
direct transmission mode and losses due to reflection at the
interface of the working electrode were neglected. A Ag/AgCl
(3 M NaCl) reference electrode and a platinum wire counter
electrode were used. For potentiostatic measurements, a fixed
DC bias was applied for 200 s to achieve steady state prior to
recoding the extinction spectrum. For linear sweep potentio-
dynamic measurements, voltage was swept cathodically (from
depletion to accumulation conditions) and the change in
extinction at 440 nm monitored (since the bleach due to the
Burstein–Moss shift was largest at this wavelength). The inter-
cept of a linear extrapolation of the data with the potential (V)
axis was taken as the flatband potential at each pH.

Photoelectrochemical measurements

Three-electrode measurements were performed inside a nitrogen-
filled glovebox using a four-neck electrochemical cell fitted with
a quartz window. Working electrodes were prepared from films
by affixing a long wire to a bare region of the FTO substrate
using silver paint (Ted Pella Leitsilber 200), threading the wire
through a hollow glass tube, and mounting the sample to the

end of the tube using Loctite 9462 Hysol Epoxy. The epoxy
encased the entire substrate except for a square-shaped active
area of 1.2–1.4 cm2 exposed to the solution. Biased three-electrode
measurements used a saturated calomel electrode (SCE, 4 M KCl)
as a reference electrode and a platinum flag as a counter electrode.
The electrolyte used for sulfite oxidation was 0.1 M Na2SO3 and
0.5 M KH2PO4 aqueous phosphate buffer (pH 7.0). We found the
current density to be independent of sulfite concentrations above
0.1 M (Fig. S25, ESI†). J–V tests showed sulfite to be an efficient hole
scavenger for BVO, while other common hole scavengers suffer
from either larger dark currents in the scanned potential window
(H2O2) or inefficient hole transfer (methanol; Fig. S5, ESI†).
The electrolyte used for water oxidation was 1.0 M KH2PO4 buffer
(pH 7.0). J–V measurements were obtained by biasing the photo-
anode using an EG&G PARSTAT 273A potentiostat controlled by the
Power Suite package. A Newport 91160A Class A solar simulator
fitted with a 300 W xenon arc lamp and an AM1.5G filter was used
as the light source. A power density of 100 mW cm�2 (1 Sun) was
obtained by adjusting the power output of the solar simulator
to B275 W to match the short-circuit current obtained from a
NIST-calibrated silicon photodiode (FDSCAL1010, Thorlabs).
The power density was confirmed with a pyroelectric radio-
meter (RkP-575 pyroelectric power probe and Rk-5710 power
meter, Laser Probe, Inc.) placed at the sample position. The
absolute spectral irradiance of the solar simulator was mea-
sured using a USB4000 spectrometer (fiber coupled, with CC-3
cosine corrector) calibrated with a HL-2000-CAL calibrated light
source (Ocean Optics). Prior to illuminated measurements,
electrodes were cycled in the dark ten times to ensure that
stable behavior was achieved. All data were acquired at a scan
rate of 10 mV s�1, as faster scan rates resulted in exaggerated
currents (Fig. S26, ESI†). Samples were measured both with the
light incident from the electrolyte side (EE illumination) and
the substrate side (SE illumination) of the film. J–V plots as a
function of light intensity were acquired using combinations of
neutral density filters (Thorlabs). Long-term stability measure-
ments utilized a Schott KG-3 heat-absorbing glass filter to avoid
heating of the electrolyte by the infrared output of the solar
simulator. The temperature of the electrolyte was monitored
with a thermocouple.

Quantum efficiency measurements

External quantum efficiency (EQE) measurements for both sulfite
and water oxidation were performed using the three-electrode
setup described above. An Oriel Cornerstone 260 0.25 m mono-
chromator equipped with a 150 W xenon arc lamp served as the
light source. The exit slit of the monochromator was adjusted to
obtain a bandwidth of 10 nm. Photocurrent was measured with
a Keithley 2400 Source Measure Unit controlled by LabView
software. The working electrode was held at a fixed potential
against the SCE reference and the current between it and
the counter electrode (platinum flag) was monitored. All photo-
current spectra were obtained using chopped illumination
(10 seconds dark and 10 seconds light for each wavelength)
with the last 8 seconds of each cycle averaged to obtain the
net photocurrent at each wavelength. A silicon photodiode
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(SMP1D1A, Thorlabs) calibrated by Newport Corp. was used as
the reference. The EQE was calculated using the equation:

EQE(l) = (IBVO/ISi) � EQESi(l).

The IQE of each device was obtained as

IQE(l) = EQE(l)/absorptance(l)

where the absorptance is that of the BVO layer.

Optical modeling

Optical modeling of BVO electrodes was carried out using a 1D
transfer-matrix model62 implemented in Igor Pro 6.36. Model
inputs are the layer sequence of the electrode and the optical
constants (n and k) and thicknesses of each layer (i.e., BVO,
FTO, adhesion layer, SnO2, glass). The model calculates total
transmittance, reflectance, absorptance, and the absorptance
of each layer of the electrode at each wavelength as well as the
electric field and photon absorption rate versus wavelength and
position for a specified illuminating spectrum (e.g., AM1.5G).
Optical constants for BVO and TEC 8 glass were taken from ref. 7
and 86, respectively. Optical constants for the porous, electrolyte
filled BVO films and the mixed BVO/FTO interlayer were calcu-
lated with the Bruggeman effective medium approximation.

Ultraviolet photoemission and X-ray photoemission
spectroscopy

XPS and UPS experiments at NREL were performed using a
modified PHI 5600 photoemission system that has been described
previously.87 Films were measured both with and without cleaning
by deionized water rinse and ex situ UV-ozone exposure to reduce
sodium and carbon contamination. High resolution XPS data were
acquired at normal take-off angle using a pass energy of 11.75 eV.
The binding energy scale of the instrument was calibrated using
photoelectron lines at low and high energy from sputter-cleaned
gold and copper. The Fermi energy calibration used sputter-cleaned
Mo foil. Satellites in UPS spectra were numerically subtracted from
spectra acquired under a bias of �45 V. Atomic compositions were
calculated using literature sensitivity factors and the PHI MultiPak
9.5.1.0 software package. In situ atomic hydrogen exposures were
performed at a chamber pressure of 10�7 Torr using an Oxford
Applied Research TC-50 thermal cracker operating at 45 W.

Photoemission data were also acquired at UCI using a Kratos
AXIS Supra spectrometer (monochromated Al source, normal
take-off angle). Survey and high-resolution core-level spectra were
collected at 160 eV and 20 eV pass energies, respectively. Binding
energy scale calibration was performed using a sputter-cleaned
Ag foil. High-resolution X-ray and ultraviolet excited valence band
spectra were collected at 10 eV pass energy. UPS data were
collected using the He(I) line (40 mA emission current). Fermi
edge calibration was performed with a sputter-cleaned Ag foil.
Ion scattering spectroscopy was performed on the Supra spectro-
meter using 1 keV He+ ions in a 1351 fixed-angle scattering
geometry. Scattered ions were collected with energies of 100–
1000 eV at a 160 eV pass energy using a 1 eV step size, 300 ms
dwell time, and 5 sweeps per spectrum.
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